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The first dish 

Grote Reber’s  
100th birthday 



Co-conspirators: 
Mike Batty, Duncan Campbell-Wilson,  
Phil Edwards, Sam Gulkis,  
Hirax Hirabayashi, Ken Johnston, 
Jim Lovell, Edward King, Gery Levy,  
Peter McCulloch,  Masaki Morimoto, 
George Nicolson, Ray Norris,  
Bruce Peterson, Bob Preston,  
John Reynolds, Ann Savage,  
Lyle Skjerve, Steven Tingay, 
Oleg Titov, Tasso Tzioumis,  
Alan Wright and the dedicated  
staff at Parkes and Tidbinbilla For John Bolton 

John Bolton 

Marshal Cohen 
Ken  

Kellermann 

Barry Clark 



Bernie Mills and Chris Christiansen hammering in the stake 
marking the site of the Parkes Telescope. 

The array vs big dish challenge 

A little bit of pre-history…… 



in the early 1960s, Cyril Hazard set out to measure accurate radio 
positions in the optical reference frame using lunar occultations 

Cyril Hazard 

Maarten Schmidt 

3C273 3C273 

Palomar 200” 



In December 1972 DSS41,the NASA 
Island Lagoon tracking station at 

Woomera was closed, and the antenna was 
sold for scrap at 10c a pound! 



Don Gray, 1969 Director 

Tom Reid, 1974 
Director CDSCC Roy Livermore 

VLBI at Tidbinbilla 



1969; first successful trans-Pacific VLBI fringes 
Two experiments Tidbinbilla-Goldstone (13 cm)  
and Parkes-Owens Valley (6 cm) 10,000 km baseline 
 



the galaxy Virgo A shows a  
jet coming from the  

black hole in the nucleus. 

the AGN paradigm 



The Tidbinbilla  
Interferometer  
DSS42 & DSS43 

Sam Gulkis  &    
PKS2000-330 

1982 



In March 1982, based on a precise radio position 
from the Tidbinbilla Interferometer,  we 
identified PKS2000-330 as a quasar with  
z = 3.78, breaking a ten year record for the 
most distant known object in the Universe. 

_  _ 

 
 

This object did not possess  
a u-v excess and so had been  
miss-identified by Parkes 

Beyond B-UV: The colours of the Quasars 
In “Celebrating the AAO  
Past, Present & Future” pp 137, 2011 



Bruce Peterson Ann Savage 

Alan Wright 



SHEVE 1982 
the beginning of the LBA 

 

Bob Preston 



Canberra Times 22 April 1982 

Link up for  
unique  
experiments 
       By Tim Isles 
The silent restless movements of the big-
dish antenna at the Tidbinbilla deep space 
communications complex gave no hint 
yesterday that for the first time the 
complex had become part of a giant 
Australian radio telescope, formed by 
synchronisation of the country’s five  
radio telescopes in a series of unique 
experiments. 
  “We are actually tying together all 
the radio telescopes in Australia for the  
first time to map radio emissions from 
The nuclei, or centre of our own Galaxy 
and nearby southern hemisphere galax- 
ies like Centaurus A, as well as into the 
heart of the most distant quasars” said 
physicist and team-leader of the ex- 
periment, Dr David Jauncey. 



ABC TV News even sent a helicopter  
to Parkes for the event! 



29 authors 
astronomy 
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PKS 1934-638 primary  
ATCA calibrator 

Tasso 

Bruce McAdam 



Steven Tingay 

A major scientific outcome  
was the Centaurus A program,  

one that continues today 



. 
. . . 
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The future of astronomy 
in Australia hangs in the 
balance….. 
 
Australia needs more big  
radio telescopes, but the 
Government’s budget will  
decide whether it gets 
them 



ATCA funded 

 
 

moved to Narrabri  
Mopra telescope added 

Bob Frater 

lessons to be learned… 



Ray Norris 



Orroral Valley was closed in 1985 and re-opened in 1986 in Hobart, 
and its 25th birthday was celebrated last Saturday . 

  

“Dave, do you want an 85 ft antenna,  
or do you know someone who does?” 

 

Photo Jim Lovell  
 

Peter McCulloch 



Peter McCulloch and  
the 

$100,000 cheque 

The Ceduna 30m  
Dish 



ex-Sydney University,  
ex-Molonglo,  
ex-Mount Stromlo, 
ex-Tidbinbilla, 
ex- OIC at Parkes, 
now ASKAP Glue-ru 



23 February 1987  
SN1987A  

exploded in the LMC 



Molonglo & the PTI gave a beautiful demo of  
real-time high resolution Interferometry 

Duncan 
Campbell-Wilson 



Tid 34 m DSS42 

HARTRAO 26 m 



The public wants to know 



Immediately after SN1987A, I requested VLBI recorders and 
frequency standards on loan from the global VLBI community. The 

idea was to await the possible formation of any remnant. 
 

They were forthcoming 
 

Start of the LBA as a “routine” operation 
 

it was a long wait for the remnant……… 



Space VLBI a decade  
before VSOP 

TDRSS Space VLBI 
1986 - 1988 

Measured TB > 1012K! First Space VLBI 



    　Apogee: 21,600 km	
  Perigee:      640 km	
  inclination:   31 degrees	
  Period:   6h 20m	

VSOP a Radio Telescope  
Bigger than the Earth 



RadioAstron successfully launched July 18 2011 



Distribution of sources with VLBI positions 

Ken Johnston 

Still back in 1987 
precision VLBI astrometry 



Radio-Optical frame tie 



PKS1830-211 
the strongest radio  
gravitational lens, 

and the  
Hubble Constant; 

 
The 1988 SHEVE  

Experiment revealed 
A source, PKS 1830-211,  
with TWO VLBI nuclei! 

 
The first science from 

the ATCA, 
before opening! 



On July 27th 1994 the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory 
detected an outburst of high-energy X-Rays from  

GRO J1655-40. 12 days afterwards Molonglo detected  
a strong radio outburst at 843 MHz. 

 

As the radio source was so young it must be small and  
may even be expanding. Again, the PTI and VLBI  

were the instruments of choice. 

DC-W again! 



Then the press  
got hold of the  

story…… 

August 1994 

GRO J1655-40 





First Space VLBI Work Week 
Epping April 1991 



“VLBI ties the world. It connects radio  
astronomers by coherence and covers the  

world by a network of friendship” 

The CHARM of VLBI                musings on VLBI down under 





• The decade of the 1980s proved to be a watershed  
    for VLBI (& radio astronomy) down under 
•  1982 SHEVE experiment established the first LBA 
•  Its influence was critical in obtaining funding for  
    the ATCA, and in moving it to Narrabri and Mopra 
•  Orroral Valley’s move to Hobart made 5 large  
    VLBI telescopes, and Ceduna later made it 6. 

• There was excellent science from SHEVE, from  
    SN1987A, and the first space VLBI, TDRSS 
• First real-time VLBI operation 
 

• Necessity to build a user community;  
    students and Post Docs 





Centaurus-A 
Jet &  
Counter-jet 





On July 27th 1994 the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory 
(CGRO) detected an outburst of high-energy X-Rays from 
GRO J1655-40. 12 days afterwards Molonglo detected a 

strong radio outburst at 843 MHz. 
 

As the radio source was so young it must be small and may 
even be expanding. Again, the PTI and VLBI were the 

instruments of choice. 




